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Quenching is conducted following the austenitizing of a material in order 

to yield a harder microstructure, such as martensite or lower bainite. Oil 

is by far the most common quenching medium, but there are three main 

considerations when deciding how quickly, and in which medium, to quench 

a material:

1. The hardenability of an alloy - Hardenability is a measure of a 

material’s ability to be hardened by thermal treatment. While carbon 

is responsible for hardness, alloy provides a material its hardenability. 

Given that this is the case, the size of the austenite grains in the pre-

quenched material is very important for low alloy materials. Generally, 

the depth of hardening during quenching is affected by a material’s 

hardenability for a given quench system. 

2. The cross section of the alloy - The cross section of the part being 

quenched will factor into how evenly martensite is formed. If not 

properly accounted for, the interior of a part may remain soft even  

as the outer surface is hardened. Thicker cross sections require  

either more alloy or a more severe quench. Since more alloy generally 

costs more money, manufacturers sometimes opt for a more severe 

quench instead.

3. Any special properties of the alloy - Specialized alloys greatly 

vary in their physical properties, making some special quenching 

considerations necessary. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardenability
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Essentially, quenching is the process of cooling a metal at a sufficient rate to 

increase its hardness. There is a balance to be achieved, though, since with 

some materials such as tool steels or larger parts, cooling too quickly can 

lead to cracking or distortion. And even after a martensitic microstructure is 

achieved in steel, tempering usually follows given that quenched martensite 

has a tendency to make steel brittle and prone to cracking.

So, while quenching is an essential step in any successful heat treatment 

process, it must be conducted with care to ensure the correct properties are 

brought out of the material for optimum performance.

Quenching systems
While quenching is possible in something as simple as a bucket of water 

(think popular depictions of Middle Age blacksmiths), today’s sophisticated 

alloys typically call for more sophisticated quenching methods.

Following treatment in a continuous heat treating furnace, steel parts  

are often plunged into a large agitated oil bath for relatively rapid rates  

of cooling. This is one of the most common quench methods used in  

heat treating. 

For this method to be a good option, steel parts must have the proper 

cross section to achieve the necessary depth of hardening. Even though 

100 percent martensite may not always be the objective, the greater the 

percentage of martensite, the less hardness variation throughout the order. 

Today, computer modeling is often used to judge whether a part’s cross 

section makes it amenable to this type of quenching.

http://www.paulo.com/heat-treating-equipment/continuous-heat-treating-furnaces/
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Some parts may need to be cooled to a much lower than room temperature 

to be fully transformed after quenching. For a greater percentage of 

hardening, the parts can be cooled in a deep freeze from -100 degrees 

Fahrenheit to -120 degrees Fahrenheit. This is considered an extended 

quench, since the original was not sufficiently cold. This is required for 

higher alloyed materials or for some case hardened materials where room 

temperature is too hot for the austenite to fully transform. 

Plug and press quenches are sometimes used where even minimal levels 

of distortion could lead to a malfunctioning part. If a bore needs to be 

preserved, or specific dimensions must be maintained, quenching with 

specialized plates and dies can help to meet these criteria.

Quenching mediums 
Severe and generally non-uniform volume changes are always a risk when 

quenching ferrous materials. This can lead to the warping or cracking of 

parts that are incorrectly quenched. To mitigate these risks, different quench 

mediums are chosen based on the specific needs and makeup of a part. 

Agitator

Quench

Loading area

Continuous belt furnace

http://www.paulo.com/heat-treating-equipment/plug-press-quenches/
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Here’s a brief rundown of some of the most commonly used quench 

mediums and considerations for each:

• Brine and caustic - Solutions with 5-10 percent of sodium chloride, 

calcium chloride and sodium hydroxide have quicker cooling rates than 

plain water with less chance of uneven hardening from steam pockets. 

Careful attention must be paid to these various mediums’ tendency to 

corrode metals or for splash to be dangerous to operators, though.

• Quenching oils - As mentioned, quenching oils are the most common 

type of quenching medium by far. Commonly used with both continuous 

heat treating and integral quench furnaces, these tend to cool parts at a 

higher rate than still air, but not fast enough to represent a real danger of 

unworkable variations in shape or volume. 

• Salt – Molten salt baths containing a mixture nitrates and nitrites are  

used for distortion control and generating special microstructures. Salt 

quench rates are slower and more uniform than oil. Salts operate at much 

higher temperatures than oils do, with common salt temperatures of 350F 

to 750F.

• Gas – Developments in high pressure vacuum furnaces have dramatically 

expanded applications for this type of heat treatment. Usually this 

treatment is reserved for tool steels due to their deep hardening. But  

high pressures up to 20 atmospheric pressures and high horsepower 

motors are expanding treatment to some materials that are designed for 

oil quenching.
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Interrupted quenching 
Interrupted quenching techniques such as austempering or martempering 

are specialty quenching techniques usually used for the purpose of:

• Inducing a specific microstructure

• Minimizing distortion and warping

• Lowering a material’s tendency to crack

Both austempering and martempering are typically conducted with parts 

suspended from above and then dipped into vats of molten salt. Both 

are commonly used to reduce distortion in longer parts that more typical 

quenching systems would not be able to accommodate. 

Austempering

Austempering is a technique that uses molten salt as a quench medium for 

its lower rate of heat extraction. This means that the temperature of the 

transformation is restricted to the zone of bainite formation. Ductility is 

added to the part and distortion is limited during austempering.   

Martempering

Martempering involves cooling a metal in molten salt to just above the range 

of martensite formation, holding the material at this temperature  

until the part temperature is uniform, and then allowing martensite to  

form at a uniform rate by cooling very slowly, usually in air. This method 

provides excellent distortion control with less residual stress than in 

traditional quenching.
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Determining the right quench for your part
Determining the right quench for your parts should always be done in 

conjunction with an experienced metallurgist. Sophisticated alloys and 

variable applications mean that quenching is an increasingly complex 

task. Computer modeling and years of experience are often necessary to 

determine the best method.

At Paulo, we have both. Get in touch with us today to discuss how quenching 

can play a role in the success of your heat treating needs.

http://www.paulo.com/contact-us/

